
 
 

REPORT ON EDUCATIONAL TRIP TO BHARATPUR BIRD SANCTUARY 
CLASSES: IV to VI 

 
“Birds The most magnificent creation of nature.’ 

 

 
 

 NATURE’S MAGNIFICENCE HAPPY AND FRESH  
‘ 

Excursions  form an integral part of educative experience. Not only students discover new places  they also 

learn self-reliance and taking care of themselves in an independent manner. As a part of this experience, an 

excursion to the famous Bharatpur Bird Sanctuary was organized on 24 and 25 August 2019. A total of 41 

students from classes IV to VI, accompanied by four teachers went on this memorable trip. 

Day 1 (24 August 2019) 

The students and teachers started for the trip at about 5:30 AM in comfortable AC-Coaches. After a brief 

stopover for breakfast near Jewar Toll at the Jollygo food court the coaches drove on and reached the Shiv 

Vilas Palace Resort in Bharatpur  at about 11.45 AM. The serene surroundings of the resort and the relaxing 

environment of the resort removed any vestiges of fatigue. Soon we were ready to embark on a sightseeing 

safari. Travelling in a convoy of rickshaws, the students were excited to spot exotic birds from different parts 

of the nation.  The safari was nearly three hours long, after which everyone returned to the resort for a 

dance party followed by a  sumptuous dinner, which brought the wonderful day to an end. 

 
 

                                                   THE YOUNG BIRD WATCHERS 



 

Day 2 (25 August 2019) 

 

         
ENTHRALLED BY THE BEAUTY                           SOAKING IN THE ARCHITECTURAL MARVEL 

 

It was an early morning wakeup call for the entire entourage. After an energetic breakfast, the students 

proceeded towards FatehPur Sikri , their first taste into architectural marvels .  The students keenly looked at 

and registered detailing and workmanship of the Mughal era. It didn’t take much time for the students to 

realize and relate their experience with textbook/classroom learning where they had read about ‘Fatehpur 

Sikri’, in their Hindi Course book, thereby quenching their curiosities and thus enhancing the significance and 

overall impact of their journey. The happy youngsters started return journey for school with a stopover for 

refreshments. The group reached school at about 10:00 PM and the students were handed back to their 

guardians thus bringing these wondrous two days to a glorious end. 

To conclude, it was a most invigorating excursion which helped the students to understand and appreciate 

nature and the need to preserve our birds and animals living therein. It is hoped that this excursion would 

create lasting impressions on young minds about the need to conserve our environmental heritage. 
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